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Persistent Identification of Instruments:
The RDA WG work so far and a road ahead



● Instruments play an essential role in creating research data

● Instrument metadata is required to assess data quality and reuse

Borgman (*): “To interpret a digital dataset, much must be known about the hardware used to 

generate the data, whether sensor networks or laboratory machines.”

● Persistent interlinking with instrument models, platforms, data, facilities, institutions, etc.

● Cite instruments in scientific literature

● Inventory, funding, etc.

Motivation

(*) Borgman, CL. 2015. Big Data, Little Data, No Data. MIT Press. https://doi.org/10.7551/mitpress/9963.001.0001 

https://doi.org/10.7551/mitpress/9963.001.0001


● PIDapalooza, November 2016

● Research Data Alliance, since 2017

○ RDA PIDINST WG endorsement and kick-off, March 2018

○ DSJ Article as RDA Supporting Outputs, July 2020

○ PIDINST metadata schema as RDA Recommendation, March 2022

○ https://pidinst.org 

Origins

https://pidinst.org


● Persistent identifier for instrument instances used in research

● Use case driven metadata schema development and revisions (community feedback)

● Schema implementation by existing PID providers (so far, DataCite, ePIC; possibly, Wikidata)

● Adoption by institutional instrument providers

Approach



Schema

Name Name by which the instrument instance is known

Owner Institution(s) responsible for the management of the instrument

Manufacturer The instrument's manufacturer(s) or developer

Model Name of the model or type of device as attributed by the manufacturer

Description Technical description of the device and its capabilities

InstrumentType Classification of the type of the instrument

MeasuredVariable The variable(s) that this instrument measures or observes

Date Dates relevant to the instrument

RelatedIdentifier Identifiers of related resources

AlternateIdentifier Other identifiers pertaining to the same instrument instance



● DataCite

○ Based on a PIDINST-DataCite Schema partial mapping

○ Missing attributes, e.g. measured variables, model name

○ Not applicable attributes, e.g. publisher, publication year

○ Bending semantics, e.g. creator for manufacturer

○ With version 4.5 new resource type “Instrument” (release planned for Q4/2023)

○ Global PID provider

● ePIC

○ Full PIDINST schema implementation

○ Less known, European-centric PID provider

Schema implementations



B2INST

https://b2inst.gwdg.de/

https://b2inst.gwdg.de/


Outputs

https://doi.org/10.15497/RDA00070 

https://doi.org/10.15497/RDA00070


Outputs

https://docs.pidinst.org/

https://rda-pidinst.readthedocs.io/


Outputs

https://doi.org/10.5334/dsj-2020-018



Adoption



● Substantial interest by institutional instrument providers but little concrete adoption, so far

● To our knowledge, few instruments are identified using the proposed approaches

● Why? Possibly because

○ Lacking identifier governance

○ RDA PIDINST WG is not a governing body (and lacks the resources)

○ Some technology challenges with PID providers

○ Difficult to build trust in the identifier

Adoption?



● PIDINST-Future as a response to this problem

● German-led consortium developed the project proposal

● Now submitted to the German Research Foundation (DFG)

● Partners

○ TIB - Leibniz Information Centre for Science and Technology

○ University of Bremen (PANGAEA)

○ Gesellschaft für wissenschaftliche Datenverarbeitung mbH Göttingen (GWDG)

○ Helmholtz Centre Berlin for Materials and Energy (HZB)

PIDINST-Future



● PIDINST COM: Establish a permanent PIDINST Forum

○ Stakeholder engagement, consultation, training and dissemination

○ Inform PIDINST identifier governance

○ Support the testing and validation of solutions

● PIDINST GOV: Establish a governance for the identifier 

○ Suitable non-profit organizational form 

○ Governing organization will be responsible of future development

○ Membership to ensure organizational sustainability

● PIDINST TEC: Further advance the technical infrastructure

○ Federated search and resolution service (over heterogeneous PID providers)

○ Establish B2INST as low-barrier service

○ Crosslinking instruments 

PIDINST-Future



● Foundations for persistent identification of instruments are in place

● Approaches have been tested and validated

● Time to scale adoption

● Sustained international governance for the identifier, build trust

● Hopefully with seed funding with a DFG funded project

Takeaways


